4 Grammatical equivalence

Even the simplest, most basic requirement we make of translation cannot be met without difficulty: one cannot always match the content of a message in language A by an expression with exactly the same content in language B, because what can be expressed and what must be expressed is a property of a specific language in much the same way as how it can be expressed. (Winter, 1961: 98)

Language ... gives structure to experience, and helps to determine our way of looking at things, so that it requires some intellectual effort to see them in any other way than that which our language suggests to us. (Halliday, 1970: 143)

In Chapters 2 and 3 we saw that the lexical resources of a language influence to a large extent what can be said in that language as well as how it can be said. The lexical structure of a language, its stock of words and expressions and its established patterns of collocation, provides its speakers with ready-made ways of analysing and reporting experience. We do find new ways of reporting experience when necessary, but, on the whole, we tend to rely heavily on existing lexical resources in order to communicate successfully and easily with other members of our language community.

Lexical resources are not the only factor which influences the way in which we analyse and report experience. Another powerful factor which determines the kind of distinctions we regularly make in reporting experience is the grammatical system of our language. In the course of reporting events, every language makes a different selection from a large set of possible distinctions in terms of notions such as time, number, gender, shape, visibility, person, proximity, animacy, and so on. There is no uniform or objective way
of reporting events in all their detail, exactly as they happen in the real world; the structure of each language highlights, and to a large extent preselects, certain areas which are deemed to be fundamental to the reporting of any experience.

Grammar is the set of rules which determine the way in which units such as words and phrases can be combined in a language and the kind of information which has to be made regularly explicit in utterances. A language can, of course, express any kind of information its speakers need to express, but the grammatical system of a given language will determine the ease with which certain notions such as time reference or gender can be made explicit. Centuries ago, the Greeks and Romans assumed that notional categories such as time, number, and gender existed in the real world and must therefore be common to all languages. All languages, they thought, must express these ‘basic’ aspects of experience on a regular basis. With greater exposure to other languages, it later became apparent that these so-called ‘basic’ categories are not in fact universal, and that languages differ widely in the range of notions they choose to make explicit on a regular basis. In this chapter, we will take a brief look at the variety of grammatical categories which may or may not be expressed in different languages and the way this area of language structure affects decisions in the course of translation. But before we do so, it may be helpful to outline some of the main differences between lexical and grammatical categories.

4.1 GRAMMATICAL VS LEXICAL CATEGORIES

the grammatical pattern of a language (as opposed to its lexical stock) determines those aspects of each experience that must be expressed in the given language.

(Jakobson, 1959: 235–6)

Grammar is organized along two main dimensions: morphology and syntax. Morphology covers the structure of words, the way in which the form of a word changes to indicate specific contrasts in the grammatical system. For instance, most nouns in English have two forms, a singular form and a plural form: man/men, child/children, car/cars. English can therefore be said to have a grammatical category of number. The morphological structure of a language determines the basic information which must be expressed in that language. Syntax covers the grammatical structure of groups, clauses, and
sentences: the linear sequences of classes of words such as noun, verb, adverb, and adjective, and functional elements such as subject, predicator, and object, which are allowed in a given language. The syntactic structure of a language imposes certain restrictions on the way messages may be organized in that language.

Choices in language can be expressed grammatically or lexically, depending on the type and range of linguistic resources available in a given language. Choices made from closed systems, such as the number system (singular/plural) or the pronoun system in English, are grammatical; those made from open-ended sets of items or expressions are lexical. Grammatical choices are normally expressed morphologically, as in the case of the singular/plural contrast in English. They may also be expressed syntactically, for instance by manipulating the order of elements in a clause to indicate certain relations between the elements or the function of the clause (cf. the difference between the order of elements in a statement and a question in English: *She had forgotten about the party./Had she forgotten about the party?*).

The most important difference between grammatical and lexical choices, as far as translation is concerned, is that grammatical choices are largely obligatory while lexical choices are largely optional. Languages which have morphological resources for expressing a certain category such as number, tense, or gender, have to express these categories regularly; those which do not have morphological resources for expressing the same categories do not have to express them except when they are felt to be relevant. Because a grammatical choice is drawn from a closed set of options, it is (a) obligatory, and (b) rules out other choices from the same system by default. The fact that number is a grammatical category in English means that an English speaker or writer who uses a noun such as *student* or *child* has to choose between singular and plural. Apart from a few nouns which allow a choice of singular or plural concord (e.g. *The committee is/are considering the question*), the choice of singular in English rules out the possibility of plural reference by default, and vice versa. The same is not true in Chinese or Japanese, where number is a lexical rather than a grammatical category (see 4.2.1 below). A Chinese or Japanese speaker or writer does not have to choose between singular and plural, unless the context demands that this information be made explicit. Where necessary, number is indicated in these languages by means of adding a word such as ‘several’ or a numeral such as ‘one’ or ‘five’ to the noun, rather than by changing the form of the noun itself.

Grammatical structure also differs from lexical structure in that it is more resistant to change. It is much easier to introduce a new word, expression, or collocation into a language than to introduce a new grammatical category,
system, or sequence. The grammatical structure of a language does, of course, change, but this does not happen overnight. Grammatical change occurs over a much longer time scale than lexical change. On the whole, the grammatical structure of a language remains fairly constant throughout the lifetime of an individual, whereas one encounters new words, expressions, and collocations on a daily basis. Grammatical rules are also more resistant to manipulation by speakers. A deviant grammatical structure may occasionally be accepted in very restricted contexts, for instance in order to maintain rhyme or metre in poetry. A very small number of text types, such as poems, advertisements, and jokes, will occasionally manipulate or flout the grammatical rules of the language to create special effect. The well-known poet, e. e. cummings, does precisely that; he achieves special effect by using unusual grammatical configurations. The following recent advertisement by Access, the credit card people, provides an example of a similar type of manipulation in non-literary contexts:

Does you does or does you don’t take access?
7 million outlets worldwide does.

On the whole, however, deviant grammatical configurations are simply not acceptable in most contexts. This means that, in translation, grammar often has the effect of a straitjacket, forcing the translator along a certain course which may or may not follow that of the source text as closely as the translator would like it to.

4.2 THE DIVERSITY OF GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES ACROSS LANGUAGES

languages are differently equipped to express different real-world relations, and they certainly do not express all aspects of meaning with equal ease. (Ivir, 1981: 56)

It is difficult to find a notional category which is regularly and uniformly expressed in all languages. Even categories such as time and number, which many of us take as reflecting basic aspects of experience, are only optionally indicated in some Asian languages such as Chinese and Vietnamese. On the other hand, a number of American Indian languages such as Yana and Navaho have grammatical categories which in many other languages would hardly ever be expressed even by lexical means. These languages, for instance,
have a category of ‘shape’, which means that an object must be classified according to whether it is long, round, or sheet-like (Sapir and Swadesh, 1964). Some languages, such as Amuesha of Peru, regularly indicate whether a person is dead or alive by adding a suffix to the name of any person referred to after his/her death (Larson, 1984). The absence of the suffix indicates that the person concerned is alive, in much the same way as the absence of a plural suffix such as -s in English indicates a choice of singular as opposed to plural reference. Languages therefore differ widely in the way they are equipped to handle various notions and express various aspects of experience, possibly because they differ in the degree of importance or relevance that they attach to such aspects of experience. Time is regarded as a crucial aspect of experience in English, so that it is virtually impossible to discuss any event in English without locating it in the past, present, or future. In Aztec, the notion of deference is regarded as crucial. Consequently, according to Nida, ‘it is impossible to say anything to anyone without indicating the relative degree of respect to which the speaker and hearer are entitled in the community’ (1964: 95).

Differences in the grammatical structures of the source and target languages often result in some change in the information content of the message during the process of translation. This change may take the form of adding to the target text information which is not expressed in the source text. This can happen when the target language has a grammatical category which the source language lacks. In translating from English or French into an American Indian language such as Yana or Navaho, one would have to add information concerning the shape of any objects mentioned in the text. Likewise, in translating into Amuesha, one would have to indicate whether any person mentioned in the text is dead or alive. Details which are ignored in the source text but which have to be specified in the target language can pose a serious dilemma for the translator if they cannot be reasonably inferred from the context.

The change in the information content of the message may be in the form of omitting information specified in the source text. If the target language lacks a grammatical category which exists in the source language, the information expressed by that category may have to be ignored. Jakobson suggests that ‘no lack of grammatical device in the language translated into makes impossible a literal translation of the entire conceptual information contained in the original’ (1959: 235). This is true in theory, but in practice the lack of a grammatical device can make the translation of ‘the entire conceptual
information’ very difficult indeed. First, the lack of a grammatical category in a given language suggests that the indication of information associated with that category is regarded as optional. The frequency of occurrence of such optional information tends to be low, and a translation which repeatedly indicates information that is normally left unspecified in the target language is bound to sound unnatural. Second, because such information would have to be expressed lexically, it is likely to assume more importance in the target text than it does in the source text. The fact that lexical choices are optional gives them more weight than grammatical choices.

A brief discussion of some major categories, with examples, is intended to illustrate the kinds of difficulty that translators often encounter because of differences in the grammatical structures of source and target languages.

4.2.1 Number

The idea of countability is probably universal in the sense that it is readily accessible to all human beings and is expressed in the lexical structure of all languages. However, not all languages have a grammatical category of number, and those that do do not necessarily view countability in the same terms. As explained above, English recognizes a distinction between one and more than one (singular and plural). This distinction has to be expressed morphologically, by adding a suffix to a noun or by changing its form in some other way to indicate whether it refers to one or more than one: student/ students, fox/foxes, man/men, child/children. Some languages, such as Japanese, Chinese, and Vietnamese, prefer to express the same notion lexically or, more often, not at all. The form of a noun in these languages does not normally indicate whether it is singular or plural. For example, my book and my books are both wo-de-shu in Chinese (Tan, 1980).

Unlike Japanese, Chinese, and Vietnamese, most languages have a grammatical category of number, similar but not necessarily identical to that of English. Arabic, Eskimo, and some Slavonic languages formally distinguish between one, two, and more than two. These languages have a dual form in addition to singular and plural forms. In most European languages today, dual is a lexical rather than a grammatical category; it can only be indicated by the use of a numeral. And so English regularly expresses a meaning contrast between house and houses, whereas Eskimo regularly expresses a meaning
contrast between *iglu, igluk, and iglut* (‘one/two/more than two houses’). A small number of languages, such as Fijian, even distinguish between singular, dual, trial (covering three or a small number), and plural (Robins, 1964). Such additional refinements to a system can sometimes pose problems in translation.

A translator working from a language which has number distinctions into a language with no category of number has two main options: s/he can (a) omit the relevant information on number, or (b) encode this information lexically. The following examples illustrate how information on number is often left out in languages such as Chinese and Japanese. The source language in both examples is English. Items in angle brackets are not specified in the target text but they are not ruled out either since Chinese and Japanese do not have a category of number. The first example is from *China’s Panda Reserves* (Appendix 3, no. 1):

*China’s Panda Reserves.*

Target text (back-translated from Chinese):

China’s Panda Protection-zone<s>.

‘Protection-zone’ is a literal rendering of the accepted Chinese translation of *reserve*. It is not marked for number. The reader of the Chinese text has no way of knowing, from this title, whether China has one or more than one panda reserve.

The following example is from *The Fix: the Inside Story of the World Drug Trade* (Appendix 7):

Enforcement officials – particularly the front-line US Customs Service – have produced a series of recognisable profiles in order to identify and intercept drug runners. It is a system that works particularly well with the Yakuza because of the bizarre but rigid code of ethics by which the Japanese Mafia conducts itself, quite different from any other criminal society in the world. It concerns fingers, or rather the lack of them. And tattoos.

Target text (back-translated from Japanese):

. . . This concerns finger<s>, or rather the lack of finger<s>. And tattoo<s>.

Here again the highlighted nouns are not marked for number in any way and the Japanese reader can only guess whether the writer is talking about one or several fingers and tattoos. This apparent lack of interest in the difference between one and more than one is no more surprising than the lack of interest
in duality in English and most European languages. Chinese and Japanese speakers are not too concerned with establishing in each case whether there is one or more than one of a given referent, just as English speakers are not particularly interested in establishing whether there are two or more than two persons or objects.

It may sometimes be necessary or desirable in certain contexts to specify plurality or duality in languages which do not normally specify such information because they do not have a category of number or a dual form. In this case, the translator may decide to encode the relevant information lexically, as in the following examples. The first example is from *Palace and Politics in Prewar Japan*, (Appendix 6); the source text is English:

> The heads of the ministries created in 1869 were not directly responsible for ‘advising and assisting’ (*hohitsu*) the emperor, though they were to become so in 1889.

Target text (back-translated from Japanese):

> The head<s> of various ministry<ies> created in Meiji 2nd are not directly responsible for ‘hohitsu’ the emperor.

A Japanese word meaning ‘various’ is added in the translation to indicate that reference is made to more than one ministry and, by implication, more than one head of ministry.

The second example is from an unpublished document about arbitration procedures in Cairo. The source text is Arabic.

> عندما يراد تعيين ثلاثة محكمين، يختار كل طرف محكماً واحداً، ويختار المحكّمان المحكّمان على هذا النحو المحكّم الثالث وهو الذي يتولى رئاسة هيئة التحكيم.

Back-translation:

> When the appointment of three arbitrators is required, each party chooses one arbitrator, and the arbitrators-dual appointed-dual in this way choose the third arbitrator and it is he who takes on the presidency of the arbitration authority.

English target text:

> When the appointment of three arbitrators is required, each party selects one arbitrator, and the two arbitrators thus appointed select the third arbitrator who then heads the Arbitration Committee.
In other words

Where it is felt to be important, information on number can therefore be encoded lexically. However, as with any grammatical category, a translator working from a language with a category of number into one without such a category must be careful not to overspecify this type of information in the target text. Unless the context specifically demands it, regular reference to information normally left unspecified in a given language will only make the translation awkward and unnatural because it will not reflect normal ways of reporting experience in the target language.

4.2.2 Gender

**Gender** is a grammatical distinction according to which a noun or pronoun is classified as either masculine or feminine in some languages. The distinction applies to nouns which refer to animate beings as well as those which refer to inanimate objects. For example, French distinguishes between masculine and feminine gender in nouns such as *fils/fille* (‘son’/‘daughter’) and *chat/chatte* (‘male cat’/‘female cat’). In addition, nouns such as *magazine* (‘magazine’) and *construction* (‘construction’) are also classified as masculine and feminine respectively. Determiners, adjectives, and sometimes verbs (as in the case of Arabic and Swahili) usually agree with the noun in gender as well as in number.

English does not have a grammatical category of gender as such; English nouns are not regularly inflected to distinguish between feminine and masculine. The gender distinction nevertheless exists in some semantic areas and in the **person** system. Different nouns are sometimes used to refer to female and male members of the same species: *cow/bull, sow/boar, doe/stag, mare/stallion, ewe/ram*. A small number of nouns which refer to professions have masculine and feminine forms, with the suffix *-ess* indicating feminine gender. Examples include *actor/actress, manager/manageress, host/hostess*, and *steward/stewardess*. These, however, do not always reflect straightforward gender distinctions as in the case of other European languages; some of them carry specific connotations. For instance, the distinction between *author* and *authoress* may carry more expressive than prepositional meaning: *authoress* tends to have derogatory overtones, with *author* being the unmarked form for both sexes. In addition to gender distinctions in specific semantic areas, English also has a category of **person** (see 4.2.3 below) which distinguishes in the third-person singular between masculine, feminine, and inanimate (*he/she/it*). This distinction does not apply to the third-person plural (*they*). Russian and German make similar gender distinctions in the
third-person singular pronouns and, like English, do not apply these
distinctions to the third-person plural. On the other hand, languages like
French and Italian maintain the gender distinction in the third-person plural:
for example, *ils* vs. *elles* in French. In some languages, such as Arabic, gender
distinctions apply to the second- as well as third-person pronouns. In addition
to gender distinctions in the third-person singular and plural, Arabic has
different forms for ‘you’, depending on whether the person or persons
addressed is/are male or female. Other languages such as Chinese and
Indonesian do not have gender distinctions in their person systems at all.

In most languages that have a gender category, the masculine term is
usually the ‘dominant’ or ‘unmarked’ term. In French *elles* is used only when
all the persons or things referred to are feminine; if one or more persons or
things in a group are masculine the form used is *ils*, even if the feminine
referents outnumber the masculine ones. Similarly, if the sex of a referent is
not known, the masculine rather than the feminine form is used. In effect, this
means that the use of feminine forms provides more specific information than
the use of masculine forms can be said to provide; it rules out the possibility
of masculine reference, whereas the use of masculine forms does not rule out
the possibility of feminine reference.

There is now a conscious attempt to replace the unmarked masculine form
*he* in English with forms such as *s/he*, *he or she*, and *him or her*. This is
particularly true of academic writing. But even among the general public,
overly masculine nouns such as *chairman*, *spokesman*, and *businessman*
are consciously and systematically being replaced by more neutral ones such
as *chairperson* and *spokesperson*, or by specifically feminine nouns such as
*businesswoman* when the referent is clearly feminine. A few attempts have
even been made to use the feminine form as the unmarked form in English.
Diane Blakemore for instance uses *she* and *her* to mean any person, male or
female:

> It is clear that because of the role of the context in all aspects of utterance
> interpretation, a speaker who intends *her* utterance to be taken in a
> particular way must expect it to be interpreted in a context that yields
> that interpretation.

(1987: 27; my emphasis)

This ideological stance is somewhat difficult to transfer into languages in
which gender distinctions pervade the grammatical system. It is fairly easy
to make the switch from *he* to something like *s/he* or *him/her* in English
because the change affects these items only. But in a language such as Arabic, where gender distinctions are reflected not only in nouns and pronouns but also in the concord between these and their accompanying verbs and adjectives, the resulting structures would clearly be much more cumbersome than in English. With all the goodwill in the world, an Arab writer or translator cannot side with this admittedly more enlightened approach to gender without sacrificing the readability of the target text.

Gender distinctions are generally more relevant in translation when the referent of the noun or pronoun is human. Gender distinctions in inanimate objects such as ‘car’ or ‘ship’ and in animals such as ‘dog’ and ‘cat’ are sometimes manipulated in English to convey expressive meaning, particularly in literature, but they do not often cause difficulties in non-literary translation. Making the necessary adjustments, for instance by adding the gender dimension in the target text (English table : French la/une table) is usually straightforward and automatic because the distinctions themselves are largely arbitrary. But gender distinctions in the case of human referents are not arbitrary, and that is why Lyons, for instance, suggests that what is important in communication is the pronominal function of gender rather than the category of gender in general (1968). The pronominal function of gender reflects a genuine, non-arbitrary distinction between male and female. Although languages differ in the extent to which they regularly specify the gender of human referents (cf. English they and French ils/elles), we all readily recognize the distinction and expect it to reflect a genuine aspect of experience.

The following text illustrates the kind of problem that the pronominal function of gender can pose in translation. As in previous examples, the problematic items in the source text are underlined and the items which replace them in the target text are highlighted in bold. Only those strategies used to overcome difficulties arising from gender distinctions will be commented on.

Source text (English: Kolestral Super):

Instructions for use:
- **Shampoo** the hair with a mild WELLASHAMPOO and lightly towel dry.
- **Apply** KOLESTRAL-SUPER directly onto the hair and **massage** gently.
- For maximum effect, **cover** the hair with a plastic cap or towel.
- KOLESTRAL-SUPER can be left on the hair for 10–20 minutes.
- After the developing time rinse off thoroughly before styling – no shampooing required.
- Style the hair as usual.

I mentioned earlier that the gender distinction in Arabic applies to the second as well as third person. An Arabic speaker or writer has to select between ‘you, masculine’ (anta) and ‘you, feminine’ (anti) in the case of the second-
person singular. Moreover, this type of information must be signalled in the form of the verb itself: an Arabic verb has different forms depending on whether its subject is, for instance, second-person singular feminine or third-person plural masculine. In fact, pronouns such as ‘she’ and ‘I’ are usually redundant in Arabic and are used mainly for emphasis, since all the information they carry is incorporated in the form of the verb.

In translating the imperative verbs in the above text into Arabic, the translator would normally have to choose, as far as gender is concerned, between a masculine and a feminine form for each verb. As is the case in most languages which have a gender category, the masculine form is the unmarked form in Arabic and is therefore normally selected in most advertisements, leaflets, and in wording general instructions. However, the Kolestral Super text is a leaflet which accompanies a hair conditioner, the sort of product which is predominantly used by women rather than men. In the Arab context, it is likely to be used exclusively by women. This situation would make the use of the masculine form in this instance highly marked. The translator could have used the feminine form of the verb, but s/he possibly felt that it would also have been marked or that it might have unnecessarily excluded potential male users. The gender distinction is avoided by using a totally different structure throughout the whole set of instructions. The use of the passive voice (see 4.2.5 below) instead of the imperative form of the verb allows the translator to avoid specifying the subject of the verb altogether.

Although gender is also a grammatical category in French, gender distinctions are only expressed in nouns, articles, and adjectives, and in third-person pronouns; they do not affect the form of the verb. The French translation of the Kolestral Super leaflet can therefore follow the source text more closely than the Arabic translation. The infinitive form of the verb is used, as is the norm in wording instructions in French. The first few lines of the instruction section are quoted below for illustration:

- **Laver** le cheveux avec un shampooing doux Wella et bien les essorer.
- **Appliquer** KOLESTRAL-SUPER directement sur les cheveux et bien faire pénétrer.

### 4.2.3 Person

The category of person relates to the notion of participant roles. In most languages, participant roles are systematically defined through a closed
system of pronouns which may be organized along a variety of dimensions.

The most common distinction is that between first person (identifying the speaker or a group which includes the speaker: English I/we), second person (identifying the person or persons addressed: English you), and third person (identifying persons and things other than the speaker and addressee: English he/she/it/they). A number of languages spoken in North America have four rather than three distinctions in the category of person. In these languages, the fourth person refers to ‘a person or thing distinct from one already referred to by a third person form’ (Robins, 1964: 264). Russian similarly uses a form of the pronominal adjectives svoj (masculine), svoja (feminine), svojo (neuter), and svoi (plural) to refer to a participant already referred to in the same clause, but in Russian this is not restricted to third-person forms; the participant referred to by the pronominal adjective may be first, second, or third person. For instance, in I’m meeting my teacher, my would be translated by svoj or svoja (depending on the gender of the following noun). Likewise, in He’s meeting his teacher, his would be translated by the appropriate case form of svoj/svoja provided the referent of his is the same as the referent of he; otherwise the pronoun used is jeg (Halliday, 1964).

In addition to the main distinction based on participant roles, the person system may be organized along a variety of other dimensions. As mentioned earlier, the person system in some languages may have a gender or number dimension which applies to the whole system or to parts of it. Although number is not a grammatical category in Chinese (see 4.2.1 above), the pronoun system in Chinese features a number distinction (e.g. Wo ‘I’ vs. Wo-men ‘we’; Ni ‘you’ singular vs. Ni-men ‘you’ plural). On the other hand, it does not feature any gender distinctions at all (e.g. Ta ‘he/she/it’ vs. Ta-men ‘they’). In Japanese, the person system features distinctions in gender as well as social status and level of intimacy (Levinson, 1983). Some languages have rather elaborate person systems. Catford (1965) explains that Bahasa Indonesia has a nine-term pronoun system where English has only seven. The gender dimension is absent from Bahasa Indonesia, but two other dimensions are of relevance:

1. the inclusive/exclusive dimension: English we has two translations in Bahasa Indonesia, involving a choice between kami and kita, depending on whether the addressee is included or excluded;
2. the familiar/non-familiar dimension which necessitates a choice between for instance aku and saja for English I, depending on the relationship pertaining between speaker and hearer.
A large number of modern European languages, not including English, have a formality/politeness dimension in their person system. In such languages, a pronoun other than the second-person singular, usually the second- or third-person plural, is used in interaction with a singular addressee in order to express deference and/or non-familiarity: French *vous* as opposed to *tu*; Italian *lei* (third-person singular) and in certain regions, classes, and age groups *voi* (second-person plural) as opposed to *tu*; Spanish *usted* as opposed to *tu*; German *Sie* as opposed to *du*; Greek *esi* as opposed to *esis*; and Russian *vy* as opposed to *ty*. Some languages also have different forms of plural pronouns which are used to express different levels of familiarity or deference in interaction with several addressees.

All languages have modes of address which can be used to express familiarity or deference in a similar way, cf. the difference between *you, mate, dear, darling,* and *Mr Smith, Sir, Professor Brown, Mrs Jones, Madam.* The difference between modes of address and pronouns is that the use of pronouns is unavoidable, particularly since pronominal reference is coded in the inflection of verbs in many languages, whereas one can often avoid addressing a person directly (Brown and Gilman, 1972).

What all this amounts to, among other things, is that in translating pronouns from English to, say, French, Italian, Greek, Spanish, Russian, German, or Bahasa Indonesia, decisions may have to be made along such dimensions as gender, degree of intimacy between participants, or whether reference includes or excludes the addressee. This information may or may not be readily recoverable from the context. Translating in the other direction, from one of the above languages into English, will frequently involve loss of information along the dimensions in question. It is possible in theory to encode all the relevant information in an English translation, for example by using a circumlocution such as ‘he and I but not you’ for an exclusive ‘we’, but this kind of detail would be too cumbersome in most contexts.

The following examples illustrate the more problematic situation of having to make decisions in the target language along dimensions which are not explicitly stated in the source text. The examples are taken from a French translation of one of Agatha Christie’s thrillers, *Crooked House* (1949). The events of the novel involve a number of key characters who are related to one another in a variety of ways. In the French translation, the nature of each relation has to be reflected in the choice of pronouns that various characters use in addressing each other. The characters in the following dialogue are a
young man, Charles, and a young lady, Sophia. They have worked together and have been friends for some time. Charles has just asked Sophia to marry him.

English source text (p. 9):

‘Darling – don’t _you_ understand? I’ve tried _not_ to say I love you- ’
She stopped me.
‘I do understand Charles. And I like _your_ funny way of doing things. . . .’

French translation (p. 9):

– Mais _vous_ ne _comprenez_ donc pas? _Vous_ ne _voyez_ donc pas que je fais tout ce que je peux pour ne pas _vous_ dire que je _vous_ aime et . . . Elle m’interrompit.
– J’ai parfaitement compris, Charles, et _votre_ façon comique de presenter les choses m’est très sympathique. . .

Note the use of the _vous_ form in the French translation, indicating a level of formality and politeness which are not overtly conveyed in the English original. Compare the level of formality in the above dialogue with that in the following extract from another dialogue where Charles is talking to his father, who happens to be the Assistant Commissioner of Scotland Yard:

English source text (p. 16):

‘But _your_ police force is fully efficient,’ I said. ‘A nice Army type tracked her to Mario’s. I shall figure in the reports _you_ get.’

French translation: (p. 16)

– Mais _ta_ police a l’oeil et un de _tes_ hommes l’a suivie jusqu’au restaurant. Je serai mentionné dans le rapport qui _te_ sera remis.

The selective use of _vous_ and _tu_ forms in dialogues involving different characters suggests that the French translator had to make conscious decisions about the nature of the relationships among different characters in the story and about the social standing of these characters as reflected in their adoption of certain conventions to do with approved/non-approved expression of familiarity and/or deference. You may agree or disagree with these decisions; the important thing is that we learn to appreciate the influence that the grammatical system of a language has on the way events are presented in
that language. The difficulties that arise from the different demands made by the grammatical systems of different languages in translation should not be underestimated.

The familiarity/deference dimension in the pronoun system is among the most fascinating aspects of grammar and the most problematic in translation. It reflects the tenor of discourse (see Chapter 2, p. 16) and can convey a whole range of rather subtle meanings. The subtle choices involved in pronoun usage in languages which distinguish between familiar and non-familiar pronouns is further complicated by the fact that this use differs significantly from one social group to another and that it changes all the time in a way that reflects changes in social values and attitudes. Brown and Gilman suggest that the Gujarati and Hindi languages of India have very strict norms of pronoun usage, reflecting asymmetrical relations of power between, for example, husband and wife. And yet, they explain, ‘the progressive young Indian exchanges the mutual T with his wife’11 (1972: 269).

4.2.4 Tense and aspect

Tense and aspect are grammatical categories in a large number of languages. The form of the verb in languages which have these categories usually indicates two main types of information: time relations and aspectual differences. Time relations have to do with locating an event in time. The usual distinction is between past, present, and future. Aspectual differences have to do with the temporal distribution of an event, for instance its completion or non-completion, continuation, or momentariness.

In some languages, the tense and aspect system, or parts of it, may be highly developed, with several fine distinctions in temporal location or distribution. Bali, for instance, has a rather precise system of time reference. Apart from indicating past, present, and future reference, each past or future reference is marked to show whether the event in question is immediately connected to the present, is separated from it by a period of time but taking place on the same day, or is separated from the present by at least one night. Wishram, an American Indian language, makes no fewer than four distinctions in reference to past events alone, each distinction expressing a certain degree of remoteness from the moment of speaking (Sapir and Swadesh, 1964). In some languages, it is obligatory to specify more unusual types of temporal and aspectual relations. For instance, in the Villa Alta dialect of Zapotec
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(Mexico), it is necessary to distinguish between events which take place for the first time with respect to particular participants and those which are repetitions (Nida, 1959).

Some languages, such as Chinese, Malay, and Yurok, have no formal category of tense or aspect. The form of the verb in these languages does not change to express temporal or aspectual distinctions. If necessary, time reference can be indicated by means of various particles and adverbials. The following examples show how time relations are typically signalled in Chinese when the context demands that such information be made explicit:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ta xian-zai zai bei-jing gong-zuo} & \quad (\text{lit.: } \text{‘he now in Peking work’}, \text{ i.e. ‘he is working in Peking’}) \\
\text{ta dang-shi zai bei-jing gong-zuo} & \quad (\text{lit.: } \text{‘he at that time in Peking work’}, \text{ i.e. ‘he was working in Peking’})
\end{align*}
\]

(from Tan, 1980:111)

Because tense and aspect are not grammatical categories in Chinese, their specification is largely optional. Context is relied on much more often than in English or Bali to establish time reference. If the adverbials in the above examples were not included in the clause, one would have to rely entirely on the context to establish the time of the event. The following examples from China's Panda Reserves (Appendix 3, nos. 2 and 10) illustrate (a) the use of adverbials to indicate time reference where necessary and feasible in a Chinese translation, and (b) the omission of time reference altogether where it can be inferred from the context or where the information is not felt to be important.

Example A

This attractive black and white mammal has widespread human appeal and has become a symbol for conservation efforts both within China and internationally as the symbol of The World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF).

Target text (back-translated from Chinese):

This attractive black-white mammal widely liked by people and already become a symbol of conservation efforts . . .

The adverbial yi-jing, meaning ‘already’, is added to the equivalent of become to give the effect of the present perfect in English has become.
Example B

Species like this mountain rhododendron were collected by 19th century botanists and then transported back to Europe for horticultural collections.

Target text (back-translated from Chinese):

Species like this mountain rhododendron collect by 19th century botanists and then transport back to Europe for horticultural collections.

The connotations of pastness in the above extract can be inferred from the context, because of the reference to nineteenth-century botanists. There is therefore no need to signal the past overtly in the Chinese text.

Although the main use of the grammatical categories of tense and aspect is to indicate time and aspectual relations, they do not necessarily perform the same function in all languages. For instance, the main function of the tense system in Hopi is to signal modal meanings such as certainty, uncertainty, possibility, and obligation. Hockett (1958) describes Hopi as having three main ‘tenses’: the first is used to express timeless truths, as in ‘The sun is round’; the second is used in connection with events which are either known or presumed to be known, as in ‘Paris is the capital of France’; and the third is used for events which are in the realm of uncertainty, as in ‘They will arrive tomorrow’.

Tense and aspect distinctions may also take on additional, more subtle meanings in discourse. In a brief discussion of the use of tense in English and Brazilian academic abstracts, Johns (1991) points out that some verbs refer to what is stated in the academic paper itself (these he calls indicative verbs), while other verbs refer to what was actually done in the research on which the paper reports (these he calls informative verbs). Johns suggests that in both English and Brazilian academic papers, the indicative/informative distinction correlates with the choice of tense: the present tense is used for indicative and the past tense for informative statements. Verbs such as present, mention, propose, and refer to, which relate to what the writer is doing in the paper itself, are usually in the present tense while verbs such as determine, record, select, and detect, which have to do with actual research, are usually in the past tense. This regular correlation influences the way we interpret statements in academic papers. As Johns points out, ‘the fact that the results of an experiment are analyzed reports the contents of the paper, but that they
were analyzed reports one of the procedures undertaken in the research’ (1991: 5).

Johns (personal communication) also suggests that in English science and engineering academic abstracts, the present perfect is specifically used to refer to the work of other scientists. For example, *It is proposed that* . . . suggests that the writer of the abstract is doing the proposing, but *It has been proposed that* . . . suggests that the proposing is done by someone other than the writer. This signalling system is apparently more or less the same in Brazilian Portuguese. However, Johns found that translated Brazilian abstracts tend to follow textbook rules of grammar which favour ‘consistent’ use of tense and aspect. Many translators, for instance, use the present perfect or the simple past throughout the abstract in order to achieve ‘consistency’, thereby destroying the natural signalling system of the target language.

Signalling systems such as those outlined above can be significantly different in the source and target languages, even when the basic tense and aspect systems are very similar. Japanese has a grammatical category of tense which is not too dissimilar to that of English. The suffixes -ru and -ta are regularly added to verbs to indicate non-past and past reference respectively. However, this does not mean that every past tense in an English text can be translated into Japanese with a -ta form or that every present or future tense can be translated using a -ru form. A translator has to bear in mind the additional meanings that these forms can assume in a Japanese text. In the following example, the past tense in the English text is rendered by a non-past form in the Japanese translation because the non-past is often used in Japanese to express personal judgement.

**Source text (Palace and Politics in Prewar Japan; see Appendix 6):**

The heads of the ministries created in 1869 were not directly responsible for ‘advising and assisting’ (*hohitsu*) the emperor, though they were to become so in 1889.

**Target text (back-translated from Japanese):**

The head*s* of the various ministries which were created in Meiji 2nd are not directly responsible for ‘hohitsu’ the emperor. It was in Meiji 22nd that it became so.

In this instance, the use of the non-past suggests that the statement made about the role of the heads of the ministries prior to 1889 is based on the author’s personal assessment of the situation, as opposed to the statement
In other words concerning their role from 1889 onwards, which, presumably, is supported by hard facts. (Meiji 2nd and Meiji 22nd refer to the equivalents of 1869 and 1889 respectively in the Japanese calendar.)

4.2.5 Voice

A passive is translated with a passive, an active with an active . . . even when this is unnatural in the RL (receptor language) or results in wrong sense. When faced with a choice of categories in the RL, say active and passive, the literal approach to translation leads the translator to choose the form which corresponds to that used in the original, whereas the use of of that category in the RL may be quite different from its use in the original.

A Chinese translator . . . uses a preposition bei ‘by’ whenever he sees a passive voice in the original verb, forgetting that Chinese verbs have no voice. . . . Once this sort of thing is done often enough, it gets to be written in originals, even where no translation is involved. . . . Such ‘translatese’ is still unpalatable to most people and no one talks in that way yet, but it is already common in scientific writing, in newspapers, and in schools

(Chao, 1970; in Li and Thompson, 1981: 496)

The use of the passive voice is extremely common in many varieties of written English and can pose various problems in translation, depending on the availability of similar structures, or structures with similar functions, in the target language. Because of its widespread use in technical and scientific English in particular, it has had a strong influence on similar registers in other languages through translation. The tendency to translate English passive structures literally into a variety of target languages which either have no passive voice as such or which would normally use it with less frequency is often criticized by linguists and by those involved in training translators.

Voice is a grammatical category which defines the relationship between a verb and its subject. In active clauses, the subject is the agent responsible for performing the action. In passive clauses, the subject is the affected entity, and the agent may or may not be specified, depending on the structures available in each language.

Active: (a) Nige l Man sell open ed the Man sell Hall in 1986.
Passive: (b) The Man sell Hall was open ed in 1986.
(c) The Man sell Hall was open ed by Nige l Man sell in 1986.
Note that the form of the verb changes in a passive structure to indicate that its subject is the affected entity rather than the agent. Chao’s comment above about Chinese verbs having no voice refers to the fact that the form of the verb in Chinese does not change to indicate its relationship with the subject of the clause.

The structure illustrated in (c), where the agent is specified in a passive clause, is much less frequent than the structure illustrated in (b), where the agent is left unspecified. This is because the main function of the passive in most languages is to allow the construction of ‘agentless’ clauses. In some languages, such as Turkish, this seems to be its only function (Lyons, 1968). In other languages, the use of the passive is obligatory in certain contexts; for instance, the passive has to be used in Yana, an American Indian language, when the agent is a third person acting upon a first or second person (Sapir and Swadesh, 1964).

Most languages have a variety of mechanisms for constructing ‘agentless’ clauses; for instance, the French statement *On parle anglais* and the German *Man spricht Englisch* leave the agent unspecified by using a ‘dummy’ subject, *on* and *man* respectively. They can be translated into English either by using a similar ‘dummy’ subject, *They speak English*, where *they* does not refer to a specific agent, or by using the passive voice, *English is spoken* (Lyons, 1968).

Languages which have a category of voice do not always use the passive with the same frequency. German uses the passive much less frequently than English. The same is true of Russian and French, where reflexive structures are relied on much more heavily to fulfil similar functions. The frequency of use of the passive in languages which have a category of voice usually expresses a stylistic choice and, in some registers, may be a question of pure convention. Scientific and technical writing in English, for instance, relies heavily on passive structures. This is done to give the impression of objectivity and to distance the writer from the statements made in the text. It has, however, come to represent the ‘norm’ in technical writing to such a degree that, even if a writer was not particularly interested in giving an impression of objectivity, s/he would find it difficult to break away from the convention of using predominantly passive structures in technical writing. The more pervasive a structure becomes in a given context, the more difficult it becomes for speakers and writers to select other structures or to depict events differently.

Some languages use the passive more frequently than English in everyday contexts. In Tjolobal of Mexico, passive structures are the norm, with active structures being used very rarely (Beekman and
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Source Text (Euralex Conference Circular – Appendix 8):

CALL FOR PAPERS

Papers are invited for the
EURALEX Third International Congress
4–9 September 1988
Budapest, Hungary.

Papers are invited on all aspects of lexicography, theoretical and practical, diachronic and synchronic. The main fields of interest reflected in the Congress programme will be:

- general (monolingual or bilingual), computational terminological and specialized translation lexicography.

Papers relating to the lesser-known languages will be particularly welcome.

The format of the Congress will embrace plenary sessions, symposia, section meetings, workshop sessions, project reports and demonstrations of computational and other work; there will also be ample time for discussion.

Individual presentations should be timed to last 20 minutes, with a discussion period to follow.

Abstracts (approximately 1,000 words) in any of the Congress languages, English, French, German or Russian, should be sent to the Lecture Programme Organizer, Dr. Tamas Magay, at the above address by 15 November 1987. A response will be sent before the end of February 1988. Any other correspondence should be addressed to the Congress organizer, Ms Judit Zigany.

It is confidently expected that a volume of collected papers from this Congress will subsequently be published by Akademiai Kiado in Budapest.

This Congress will, like its predecessors at Exeter and Zurich, be a meeting place for lexicographers, academics and publishers. It will also offer a unique opportunity for participants from the East and from the West to strengthen professional and personal contacts and thus to lay the foundations of further exchanges and cooperation in the future.

We look forward to seeing you at BUDALEX ’88.
We invite you to take part in the Third International Congress of EURALEX in Budapest (PRH) 4–9 September 1988.

The overall theme of the congress will include all the most important aspects of lexicography. We intend to pay particular attention to the following areas of lexicographical science:

- general (mono- and bilingual) lexicography,
- computational lexicography,
- terminological and special lexicography.

We intend to discuss separately questions concerning the so-called ‘small’, i.e. less widespread and ‘big’, i.e. more widespread languages.

In the frames of the congress we intend to hold plenary sessions, symposia, workshops, and also to discuss project reports. In addition there will be section meetings of the congress and demonstrations of the use of computer technology in lexicography.

The envisaged length of individual papers is 20 minutes, not counting supplementary speeches and discussions.

We ask for a short abstract of papers (up to 1000 words or up to 100 lines) by 15 November 1987, in any of the official languages of the conference, i.e. Russian, English, French or German, to be sent at the above address to the chief coordinator of the congress Judit Zigany or to the academic organizer of the congress Dr Tamas Magay. We ask you to send further correspondence to Chief Editor Judit Zigany.

The Press of the Academy of Sciences of the PRH intends to publish in the form of a collection all the academic material from the congress.

We hope that this congress, like its predecessors in Exeter and Zurich, will be not only a meeting place for lexicographers, philologists and publishers, but that also the opportunity will make itself available to the participants coming from East and West by means of personal and professional contacts to lay the foundations for further collaboration.

Till we meet in BUDALEX ’88
In other words (Callow, 1974). Nida similarly explains that ‘in some Nilotic languages the passive forms of verbs are so preferred that instead of saying “he went to town”, it is much more normal to employ an expression such as “the town was gone to by him”’ (1975: 136).

Rendering a passive structure by an active structure, or conversely an active structure by a passive structure in translation can affect the amount of information given in the clause, the linear arrangement of semantic elements such as agent and affected entity, and the focus of the message. However, one must weigh this potential change in content and focus against the benefits of rendering a smooth, natural translation in contexts where the use of the passive for instance would be stylistically less acceptable than the use of the active or an alternative structure in the target language. The conference circular and back-translated Russian text on pages 104–5 are quoted at length to illustrate that, in some contexts, professional translators may decide to replace passive structures in the source text with stylistically more acceptable alternative structures, such as the active and reflexive in the case of Russian. The relevant structures are highlighted in the English and back-translated Russian texts for ease of comparison. Readers familiar with Russian can refer to Appendix 8 for the Russian translation.

English has many formulae or semi-fixed expressions in formal correspondence which rely heavily on using the passive for distancing, to project the writer as an agent of an objective process. Russian, on the whole, does not favour this strategy. Common fixed and semi-fixed phrases in Russian make use of the active voice. An expression such as ‘we invite you to . . .’ is more natural in Russian than ‘you are invited to . . .’, although both are possible. The last highlighted expression in the Russian back-translation, ‘the opportunity will make itself available’, illustrates the use of the reflexive, which is particularly common in Russian and is generally considered stylistically equivalent to the passive in English (James Mullen, personal communication).

The main function of the passive in English and in a number of other languages is, as already mentioned, to avoid specifying the agent and to give an impression of objectivity. This is not necessarily the function of the passive in all languages which have a category of voice. Larson explains that in Aguaruna, a language of Peru, ‘the passive is used almost exclusively in introductions and conclusions, but not in the body of the text. A shift to passive would indicate that the author is now giving a summary statement’ (1984: 226). In some languages, notably Japanese, Chinese, Vietnamese, and
Thai, the main function of the passive, or passive-like structures as in the case of Chinese, is to express adversity. In these languages, the passive is traditionally used to report unfortunate events; for instance, one would say something like ‘I was rained on’ in Japanese, rather than ‘It rained on me’ or ‘I got wet in the rain’. Even events which we would never passivize in English because they involve only one participant and therefore cannot ‘logically’ be passivized are expressed in passive structures in these languages if they are unpleasant, for example ‘I was died on by my father’ in Japanese.

The regular association of passive structures with adversity in certain languages means that the passive can often carry connotations of unpleasantness even when the event depicted is not normally seen as unpleasant. For example, using the passive in Japanese can imply that a certain event is viewed by the speaker or writer in unfavourable terms, as the following example illustrates. The source text, *Palace and Politics in Prewar Japan*, is English. However, the example used here is originally a quote from Japanese, translated into English and used in the source text. The Japanese translator of the English book seems to have recovered the original Japanese text (written in Classical Japanese) and quoted it in the Japanese translation. The English text will still be quoted first as this will hopefully make it easier for the reader to follow the back-translation from Japanese. Items in angle brackets in the back-translation do not actually occur in the Japanese text; grammatical subjects are often suppressed in Japanese clauses (see Chapter 6, section 6.1). Possible subjects are nevertheless inserted in the back-translation to make the text readable.

**English/Target text (Appendix 6):**

Komeda Torao, Jiho of the third rank, was the most blunt: ‘If in the past [Your Majesty] had shown as much care for politics as he had passion for horsemanship, no such criticism from the public as “politics by two or three Ministers” would have occurred.’

**Back-translation of Japanese/source text:**

The most blunt one was Komeda Torao who was the third Jiho. ‘If <Your Majesty> pours his wise consideration into politics as much as <he> likes riding in his daily life, <I> would not think that <he/the government> would have been said as two or three ministers’ politics by the public. So <I am> sincerely concerned.’
Because it is used in the passive, ‘said’ in the Japanese text is understood to mean something like ‘criticized’, and this meaning is correctly rendered in the English translation. Note that it is the use of the passive structure rather than the lexical item ‘said’ which signals this ‘adverse’ meaning of criticism.

The fact that the passive can and often does communicate adverse meanings in languages such as Japanese and Chinese must be borne in mind by translators working from or into these languages. Here are some examples which confirm that professional Japanese and Chinese translators are sensitive to the difference in function of the passive in English and in their target languages and generally tend to replace a large number of English passive structures with active structures in their target texts in order to avoid negative connotations.

**Example A**
Source text (A Study of Shamanistic Practices in Japan; see Appendix 5):

... there is no barrier to be crossed, no mysteriously other kind of being to be met and placated.

Target text (back-translated from Japanese):

There is no barrier that <one> should go over, and <we> do not meet or placate a mysterious different being.

**Example B**
Source text (Palace and Politics in Prewar Japan; see Appendix 6):

If the personality and policy preferences of the Japanese emperor were not very relevant to prewar politics, social forces certainly were. There are two reasons for giving them only the most tangential treatment here. First, this study simply had to be controlled in scope. Obviously not everything relevant to Japanese political development could be encompassed.

Target text (back-translated from Japanese):

... The first reason was a simple reason which is <we> had to limit the area of research. It is obviously impossible to take up all the matters which are concerned with Japan’s political development.

**Example C**
Source text (China’s Panda Reserves; see Appendix 3, no. 17):
many have been nursed back to health from the brink of starvation.

Target text (back-translated from Chinese):

.. many pandas have already through nursing recovered health from the brink of starvation and death.

The most important things to bear in mind as far as voice is concerned are the frequency of use of active, passive, and similar structures in the source and target languages, their respective stylistic value in different text types, and – most important of all – the function(s) of the passive and similar structures in each language. The idea is not to replace an active form with an active one and a passive form with a passive one; it is always the function of a category rather than the form it takes that is of paramount importance in translation.

The categories discussed and exemplified above are among the most problematic in translation but are by no means the only ones that cause difficulty. The expression of modal meanings, for instance, can vary widely from language to language and has to be handled sensitively and carefully in translation. Modality or modal meanings have to do with the attitude of the speaker to the hearer or to what is being said, with such things as certainty, possibility, and obligation. The expression of modal meanings can take quite a different form in each language. In an article on political interviews on Israeli television, Blum-Kulka (1983) explains that English tends to use expressions such as Let’s . . . and Shall we . . . in directing the actions of others, in controlling talks, and in making polite requests that have the force of commands. Hebrew, on the other hand, expresses similar modal meanings by ‘addressing a question about the possibility of getting something done. For example, “Perhaps you’ll go to sleep” (ulay telex li[scaron]on) from a mother to a child simply means “go to sleep”’ (ibid: 147). Throughout her article, Blum-Kulka renders Hebrew expressions used by the interviewer to direct each talk with natural-sounding English expressions which are not literal renderings of the Hebrew but which express similar modal meanings. For example, she uses Let’s go on to another topic where a literal translation of the Hebrew would be ‘Perhaps we shall/should go on to another topic’ and Let’s begin with the question of defence policy where the Hebrew is literally ‘Perhaps we shall start with the question of defence policy’.

Other grammatical categories which can pose difficulties in translation include mood, direct and indirect speech, causativity, and many others.
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Translators should find it useful to investigate and compare the expression of such categories and the meanings associated with various structures in their source and target languages.

For a good overview of a number of grammatical categories and their expression in various languages see Robins (1964) and Lyons (1968). For a detailed discussion of the main categories and their realization and function in English, see the Collins COBUILD English Grammar (Sinclair, 1990).

4.3. A BRIEF NOTE ON WORD ORDER

The syntactic structure of a language imposes restrictions on the way messages may be organized in that language. The order in which functional elements such as subject, predicator, and object may occur is more fixed in some languages than in others. Languages vary in the extent to which they rely on word order to signal the relationship between elements in the clause. Compared to languages such as German, Russian, Finnish, Arabic, and Eskimo, word order in English is relatively fixed. The meaning of a sentence in English, and in languages with similarly fixed word order such as Chinese, often depends entirely on the order in which the elements are placed (cf. The man ate the fish and The fish ate the man).

Some languages have case inflections which indicate the relationship between the elements in a clause, for instance who does what to whom. In such languages, the form of a noun changes depending on its function in the clause. In Russian, both Ivan videl Borisa and Borisa videl Ivan mean ‘John saw Boris’ (Lyons, 1968), because -a marks Boris as the object, regardless of its position with respect to the subject and verb.

Languages which have elaborate systems of case inflections tend to have fewer restrictions on word order than languages like English which have very few case inflections. In languages with elaborate case inflections, word order is largely a matter of stylistic variation and is available as a resource to signal emphasis and contrast and to organize messages in a variety of ways. Word order is extremely important in translation because it plays a major role in maintaining a coherent point of view and in orienting messages at text level. Because of its particular importance to the overall organization of discourse, the next chapter will be devoted to discussing word order at length from a purely textual point of view. But before we move from discussing the lower levels of language – words, phrases, grammatical categories – to talking about
the text as a unit of meaning, it would perhaps be useful to explain briefly what a text is and why we identify a given stretch of language as a text rather than assume that it is a set of unrelated words and sentences.

4.4 INTRODUCING TEXT

So far in this book we have attempted to deal with some of the basic ‘building blocks’ of language: its lexical stock and grammatical structures. In order to make some headway in describing and analysing language, we have had temporarily to treat linguistic units and structures as if they had an independent status and possessed ‘meaning’ in their own right. We now need to take a broader look at language and to consider the possibility that, as part of a language system, lexical items and grammatical structures have a ‘meaning potential’. This ‘meaning potential’ is only realized in communicative events, that is, in text. Following Brown and Yule (1983: 6), text is defined here as ‘the verbal record of a communicative event’; it is an instance of language in use rather than language as an abstract system of meanings and relations.

4.4.1 Text vs non-text

The nearest we get to non-text in actual life, leaving aside the works of those poets and prose writers who deliberately set out to create non-text, is probably in the speech of young children and in bad translations.

(Halliday and Hasan, 1976:24; my emphasis)

As translators, we have to operate with lexical items and grammatical structures at various stages of the translation process. It is nevertheless imperative that we view the text as a whole both at the beginning and at the end of the process. A good translator does not begin to translate until s/he has read the text at least once and got a ‘gist’ of the overall message. But this is only the first step. Once the source text is understood, the translator then has to tackle the task of producing a target version which can be accepted as a text in its own right. The phraseology and the collocational and grammatical patterning of the target version must conform to target-language norms, but even then the translation may still sound foreign or clumsy. Worse still, it may not even make sense to the target reader. Acceptable collocational patterns and grammatical structures can only enhance the readability of individual sentences, but they do not in themselves ensure that sentences and
In other words, paragraphs add up to a readable or coherent text. In an unpublished manuscript, ‘Ingredients of good, clear style’, Wilson comments as follows on the difference between an old and a revised version of the Bible in Dagbani:

For a native speaker it was difficult to express what was wrong with the earlier version, except that it was ‘foreign’. Since superficially there seemed to be no obvious grammatical blunders, and the vocabulary was not obviously faulty, the ingredients of this foreignness were not at first apparent. Now, however, a comparison . . . has made clear that what the older version mainly suffers from are considerable deficiencies in ‘discourse structure’, i.e., in the way the sentences are combined into well-integrated paragraphs, and these in turn into a well-constructed whole. The new version, on the contrary, shows native-speaker mastery over the means of signposting the text into a coherent, clear prose, which is . . . a real pleasure to read.

(quoted in Callow, 1974:10–11)

A text, then, has features of organization which distinguish it from non-text, that is, from a random collection of sentences and paragraphs. Just like collocational and grammatical patterning and a host of other linguistic phenomena, these features of text organization are language- and culture-specific. Each linguistic community has preferred ways of organizing its various types of discourse. This is why target readers can often identify what appears to be a lexically and grammatically ‘normal’ text as a translation, or as ‘foreign’.

A translation may be undertaken for a variety of purposes. However, in the chapters that follow we will assume that the ultimate aim of a translator, in most cases, is to achieve a measure of equivalence at text level, rather than at word or phrase level. More often than not, a translator will want the reader to accept a given translation as a text in its own right, if possible without being unduly alerted to the fact that it is a translation. To achieve this, the translator will need to adjust certain features of source-text organization in line with preferred ways of organizing discourse in the target language. The following chapters will attempt to outline some of the main features of discourse organization by looking at a number of factors which constrain or aid the way we produce and understand text.

This area of language study is somewhat ‘messier’ than the study of lexis and grammar. Texts may be organized in a variety of ways, the naturalness or
otherwise of their organization being determined by a multitude of factors. De Beaugrande and Dressler rightly point out that it is ‘much more straightforward to decide what constitutes a grammatical or acceptable sentence than what constitutes a grammatical or acceptable sentence sequence, paragraph, text, or discourse’ (1981: 17). More importantly, text studies are a relatively recent development in linguistics. There is, admittedly, a long tradition both in linguistics and in literary studies of analysing the works of individual writers, particularly literary writers, but relatively little work has been done on such areas of text studies as the conventions of non-literary writing within a community or the preferred patterns of organization in different types of discourse. Moreover, of the studies now available, most are concerned with describing the patterning and conventions of spoken and written English. Very little is available in the way of describing the types of texts available in, say, Chinese or Spanish, or of how such texts are organized. Readers will note that the rest of this book will sometimes raise more questions than it answers, but they will, I hope, agree that raising questions is at least a step towards providing answers and solving problems.

4.4.2 Features of text organization

Any text, in any language, exhibits certain linguistic features which allow us to identify it as a text. We identify a stretch of language as a text partly because it is presented to us as a text, and we therefore do our utmost to make sense of it as a unit, and partly because we perceive connections within and among its sentences. These connections are of several kinds. First, there are connections which are established through the arrangement of information within each clause and the way this relates to the arrangement of information in preceding and following clauses and sentences; these contribute mainly to topic development and maintenance through thematic and information structures (Chapter 5). Second, there are surface connections which establish interrelationships between persons and events; these allow us to trace participants in a text and to interpret the way in which different parts of the text relate to each other (cohesion; Chapter 6). Finally, there are underlying semantic connections which allow us to ‘make sense’ of a text as a unit of meaning; these are dealt with under the heading of coherence and implicature in Chapter 7 (‘Pragmatic equivalence’).

Another important feature of text organization derives from the overlapping notions of genre and text type. Both relate to the way in which textual material
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is packaged by the writer along patterns familiar to the reader. Texts have been classified in two main ways to capture this type of ‘packaging’. The first and more straightforward classification is based on the contexts in which texts occur and results in institutionalized labels such as ‘journal article’, ‘science textbook’, ‘newspaper editorial’, or ‘travel brochure’. The second is a more subjective, less institutionalized and therefore much vaguer classification which does not normally apply to a whole text but rather to parts of it. Typical labels used in this type of classification include ‘narration’, ‘exposition’, ‘argumentation’, and ‘instruction’. The first classification abstracts across contexts, the second abstracts across such factors as the nature of the messages involved or the addressee relationship. Both types of classification are useful in defining translation problems and in justifying specific strategies to overcome them. Reference to institutionalized genres, such as ‘religious texts’ and ‘newspaper editorial’, is made wherever applicable throughout this book. For an interesting discussion of translation problems which makes frequent references to the second type of classification, see Hatim and Mason (1990).

EXERCISES

1. Choose a notional category such as time reference, gender, countability, visibility, or animacy and compare the way it is expressed in your target language with the way it is expressed in English. Comment in particular on the sort of problems that could arise in translation from differences in the way the notion in question is expressed in the two languages. You may find it helpful to refer to grammars of your source and target languages and to base your discussion on an analysis of authentic translated texts.

2. Imagine that you have been provisionally asked to translate John Le Carré’s *The Russia House* (1989) into your target language. Before you can sign the translation contract, the publishers insist that you provide a sample translation of a couple of pages to allow them to assess your competence as a translator of this type of literature. They choose the following extract and ask you to submit a target version of it, stating that they appreciate that you may not have had time to read the whole novel but that they just want to see how you might handle Le Carré’s language. They provide you with a short summary of the context to help you assess the tone of the extract.
Note to the translator:

John Le Carré’s *The Russia House* is a spy thriller which revolves around the new era of glasnost in the Soviet Union. The general feeling that one gets from reading this novel is that nothing much has changed and that the cold-war machinations are still at play and are as irrelevant and as brutal as ever. The narrator in the following extract is Palfrey, legal adviser to the British secret service or, in his own words, ‘Legal adviser to the illegals’ (p. 47). In this passage, which is very near the end of the book, he ironically sums up the manner in which the hypocritical bureaucrats of Whitehall and Washington dealt with their own inadequacies when their major spying operation went wrong. The various people mentioned, such as Ned and Barley, had all been involved in the operation in one way or another.

Extract for translation:

Oh, and note was taken. Passively, since active verbs have an unpleasant way of betraying the actor. Very serious note. Taken all over the place.

Note was taken that Ned had failed to advise the twelfth floor of Barley’s drunken breakout after his return from Leningrad.

Note was taken that Ned had requisitioned all manner of resources on that same night, for which he had never accounted, among them Ben Lugg and the services of the head listener Mary, who sufficiently overcame her loyalty to a brother officer to give the committee a lurid account of Ned’s high-handedness. Demanding illegal taps! Imagine! Faulting telephones! The liberty!

Mary was pensioned off soon after this and now lives in a rage in Malta, where it is feared she is writing her memoirs.

Note was also taken, if regretfully, of the questionable conduct of our Legal Adviser de Palfrey – I even got my *de* back* – who had failed to justify his use of the Home Secretary’s delegated authority in the full knowledge that this was required of him by the secretly agreed Procedures Governing the Service’s Activities as Amended by etcetera, and in accordance with paragraph something of a deniable Home Office protocol.

The heat of battle was however taken into account. The Legal Adviser was not pensioned off, neither did he take himself to Malta. But he was not exonerated either. A partial pardon at best. A Legal Adviser should not have been so close to an operation. An inappropriate use of the Legal Adviser’s skills. The word injudicious was passed around.
In other words

It was also noted with regret that the same Legal Adviser had drafted a glowing testimonial of Barley for Clive’s signature not forty-eight hours before Barley’s disappearance, thus enabling Barley to take possession of the shopping list**, though presumably not for long.

In my spare hours, I drew up Ned’s terms of severance and thought nervously about my own. Life inside the Service might have its limitations but the thought of life outside it terrified me.

(pp. 412–13)

* Palfrey’s full name is Horatio Benedict dePalfrey, but, as he explains earlier (p. 47), ‘you may forget the first two (names) immediately, and somehow nobody has ever remembered the “de” at all.’
** A document detailing information required by Whitehall and Washington from the informant/potential defector on the Russian side.

When you have translated the above text into your target language, discuss any differences between the source and target versions in terms of grammatical meaning, paying particular attention to the use of passive structures and the reflexive *take himself to Malta* (paragraph 6). You may also wish to use this opportunity to consolidate your knowledge of other areas covered so far: namely semantics and lexis. Consider, for instance, the evoked meaning of an expression such as *all over the place* (paragraph 1), or the impact of an unusual collocation such as *lives in a rage* (paragraph 4); how well do these expressions translate into your target language?

Comment at length on the strategies you used to overcome difficulties at the grammatical level in particular.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING


NOTES

1 A system is a set of options or contrasting choices.

2 See Chapter 5 for a discussion of word-order patterns and note 1 of the same chapter for an explanation of the functional elements subject, predicator, and object.

3 e. e. cummings’ poem ‘One X’ is a typical example of the way he manipulates grammatical patterning:
   
   death is more than
certain a hundred these
sounds crowds odours it
is in a hurry
beyond that any this
taxi smile or angle we do
not sell and buy
things so necessary as
is death and unlike shirts
neckties trousers
we cannot wear it out . . .


4 The lexical item late, as in the late Graham Greene, can be used to convey a similar meaning in English. The difference is that this information is optional in English and the absence of late therefore does not necessarily indicate that a certain referent is alive.

5 And sometimes as masculine, feminine, or neuter, as in the case of German.

   In some languages, the gender category is expressed in terms of animate vs inanimate rather than masculine vs feminine. Southern Paiute, an American Indian language, combines the animate/inanimate distinction with a further dimension, namely that of visibility (Sapir and Swadesh, 1964). A given entity must be classified (a) as either animate or inanimate, and (b) according to whether or not it can be seen from the standpoint of the action’s main setting.

6 A determiner is a word such as the, this, or some, which is used with a noun to limit its meaning or specify its reference in some way.

7 Unmarked here means that it is the form normally used unless the speaker specifically wishes to highlight the distinction.

8 The reason that gender distinctions can be manipulated in this way in English is that they are not a regular feature of the grammar of English. An English speaker can convey certain expressive meanings by using she (rather than it) to refer to an inanimate object such as a car or ship, for instance. It would be difficult to transfer this type of manipulation into a language such as French, where gender is a regular